Abstract. Let p be any odd prime number. Let k be any positive integer such that 2 ≤ k ≤ p+1 3 + 1. Let S = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a 2p−k ) be any sequence in Z p such that there is no subsequence of length p of S whose sum is zero in Z p . Then we prove that we can arrange the sequence S as follows:
Introduction
Let n be any positive integer. Let S = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a ℓ ) be a sequence (possibly with repetition) in the cyclic group of order n (denoted by Z n ) of length ℓ. We call a subsequence T = (b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b r ) of S to be zero-sum subsequence if b 1 + b 2 + · · · + b r = 0 in Z n .
In 1961, Erdös-Ginzburg-Ziv proved the following theorem (which we call the EGZ theorem). EGZ Theorem. [8] . Given a sequence S in Z n of length 2n − 1, one can extract a zerosum subsequence of length n in Z n .
The EGZ theorem is tight in the following sense. If is a sequence in Z n of length 2n − 2, then S does not have a zero-sum subsequence of length n.
Many authors studied the characterization of the above extremal example. In particular, Yuster and Peterson [18] and independently Bialostocki and Dierker [1] proved that any sequence S in Z n of length 2n − 2 having no zero-sum subsequence of length n will be of the form S = (a, a, . . . , a Also, Flores and Ordaz [9] proved the following result of this nature. Suppose S is any sequence in Z n of length 2n − 3 such that S has no zero-sum subsequence of length n. Then there exists a, b ∈ Z n such that Z n is generated by b − a and a appearing n − 1 times in S and one of the following conditions hold: (i) b appearing exactly n − 2 times; (ii) b appearing exactly n − 3 times in S and also, 2b − a appearing exactly once in S.
In 1996, Gao [13] proved the generalization of the above two results as follows.
Theorem. [13] . Let n be any positive integer. Let k be any positive integer such that
. . , a 2n−k ) be any sequence in Z n such that there is no subsequence of length n of S whose sum is zero in Z n . Then we can re-arrange the sequence S as follows:
One of our main theorems in this article is to extend the above result to all primes p and integer k for the range
This extension is meaningful for all large primes p. Also, we shall study the problem of how many distinct residue classes modulo p occur in those sequences of length 2p − k in Z p having a zero-sum subsequence of length p in it. Before we state our main theorems, we shall fix up notations as follows.
For every integer 1
We denote ST −1 by the deleted sequence R which is obtained from S by deleting the elements of T . Also, if S = (a, a, . . . , a r times
For every x ∈ Z n , define x to be the least positive inverse image under the natural homomorphism from the additive group of integers Z onto Z n . For example, 0 = n. If A ⊂ Z n , then we denote the cardinality of A by |A|. If A is a sequence in Z n , we denote the length of A by |A| (same notation as the cardinality). For any g ∈ Z n , we define v g (S) by the number of times g appears in S. Also, we define h = h(S) = max g∈Z n v g (S). Gao [13] introduced the following definition. Let S = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a ℓ ) and T = (b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b ℓ ) be two sequences in Z n of length ℓ. We say that S is equivalent to T (written as S ∼ T ) if there exist an integer c coprime to n, an element x ∈ Z n , and a permutation π of {1, 2, . . . , ℓ} such that a i = c(b π(i) − x) for every i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Clearly, ∼ is an equivalence relation; and if S ∼ T , then 0 ∈ ∑ n (S) if and only if 0 ∈ ∑ n (T ).
In this article, we shall prove theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
Theorem 3.1. Let p be any odd prime number. Let k be any positive integer such that
Using the information in Theorem 3.1, we consider the following problem of variant of EGZ theorem as follows. Before we state our theorem, we recall the following definition which was introduced in [3] and state the known results.
Let n, k be positive integers, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Denote by f (n, k) the least positive integer g for which the following holds: If S = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a g ) is a sequence of elements of Z n , the cyclic group of order n, of length g such that the number of distinct a i 's is equal to k, then there are n indices i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n belonging to {1, 2, . . ., g} such that
Theorem. We have
Other than these results many authors (for instance [11] , [3] and [2] ) consider some lower bounds for f (n, k) for various k.
In this article, we shall prove the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Let p be any odd prime number. Let k be any positive integer such that
2 ≤ k ≤ p+1 3 + 1. Then f (p, ℓ) ≤ 2p − k for all ℓ ≥ 2 √ 2 √ k − 2.
Preliminaries
We shall start this section with a well-known fundamental inequality of subsets as follows.
Cauchy-Davenport inequality [6, 7] . Let p be any prime number. Let A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A t be non-empty subsets of Z p . Then
Theorem 2.1.[4]. Let n and k be any positive integers such that n
, then there exists a = 0 ∈ Z n which appear at least n − 2k + 1 times in S.
The following Theorem is crucial for the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 2.2. Let p be any prime number and
Proof. When k = 1, the result follows from the Pigeon hole principle. So, we can assume that k ≥ 2. If possible, we assume that h(S) ≤ k. Then, we can distribute the elements of S into a union A 1 ⊔ A 2 ⊔ · · · ⊔ A k , so that in each A i , an element occurs only once. By the Cauchy-Davenport theorem, we see that
Without loss of generality we shall assume that σ (S) = a 1 + a 2 + · · ·+ a k . Then we have a k+1 + a k+2 + · · ·+ a p+k = 0 which implies 0 ∈ ∑ p (S) as |S| = p + k. This contradicts the assumption that 0 ∈ ∑ p (S). Therefore, h(S) ≥ k + 1. , and let S be a sequence in Z n of length n − k such that 0 ∈ ∑(S). Then
Lemma 2.4. Let p be any odd prime and
1 and we are done; otherwise, we have
. If the claim is proven, then, we get, either x − (p − 2k + 1) or x − (p − 2k + 1) + 1 in ∑ ((x1, x 2 , . . . , x k−1 ) ). That is, either
+y where y ∈ ∑ ((x1, x 2 , . . . , x k−1 ) ). So, to end the proof of this lemma, it is enough to prove this claim.
When k = 1, 2, the claim is trivially true. So, we let k ≥ 3. Assume the result is true for k − 1 and we shall prove for k. If necessary by renaming the indices, without loss of generality, we can assume that
which clearly implies the claim. Thus, now, we can assume that 2
, and we are through; otherwise, we have,
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, we see that either x − x k−1 or x − x k−1 + 1 in ∑((x1, x 2 , . . . , x k−2 , x k )) and hence, we have either x or x + 1 in ∑(S ′ ). 2
Proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let S be a sequence in Z p of length 2p−k where 2 ≤ k ≤ [ p+1 3 ]+1. Given that 0 ∈ ∑ p (S). Without loss of generality we can assume that 0 (if necessary, by translating by an element) appears maximum number of, say u, times in S. By Theorem 2.2, it is clear that
If 0 ∈ ∑(S1), then by Theorem 2.1, we know that there exists an element a ∈
Thus, we can assume that 0 ∈ ∑(S1). Let W be the maximal zero-sum subsequence of S 1 of length w. Moreover, since 0 ∈ ∑ p (S) and S 1 is a sequence in Z p \{0} and u ≥ p − k + 1, we have
(1)
By the definition of W , we have 0 ∈ ∑(S1W −1 ) and
. Therefore, by Theorem 2.3, we see that
Thus, the given sequence S = 0 u S 1 = 0 u TW is equivalent to the following sequence:
where all the
Without loss of generality, we shall replace '∼' by '=' above. Also, we denote the number of 1's appearing in the sequences (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x ℓ−1 ) and (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z w ) by r and t respectively. Put
To end the proof of this theorem, it is enough to prove that u
i , we see that σ (W 1 ) = 0 and |W 1 | ≥ w + 1 which contradicts the maximality of W . Hence
Since ∑
Therefore, by the inequalities (2) and (3), we get
By rearranging the indices and renaming them, if necessary, we can assume that for 0 ≤ q ≤ w, we have
Hence,
s , then we get σ (W 3 ) = 0. Since w ≤ k − 2, ℓ ≤ k − 1 and p ≥ 3k − 1, we have
This contradicts the fact that W is the maximal zero-sum subsequence of S 1 . Therefore, we have
and by the inequality (3), we get Claim 1.
Assume, on the contrary that q ≥ w − 1. Then
(as r ≤ ℓ − 1 ≤ k − 2 and p ≥ 3k − 4) which is also a contradiction to σ (W ) = 0. Hence q = w. Thus Claim 2 is true.
From Claims 1 and 2, we see that s varies from 1 to q. Since we have p − s ≥ p − r which implies r ≥ s. In particular, when s = q, we get
But by the definition of q, we have q = w − t which implies that w = q + t. Therefore, by the inequality (8), we have r + t ≥ q + t = w. Thus
as desired.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let S be a given sequence in Z p of length 2p−k. Suppose the number of distinct residue classes appearing in S is g ≥ 2 √ 2 √ k − 2. If possible, we assume that 0 ∈ ∑ p (S). Then by Theorem 3.1, S = 0 u TW (notations as in the proof of Theorem 3.1). Now, we shall count the number of distinct residue classes modulo p appearing in T and in W separately.
We recall that T = (1 p−2ℓ+1 , x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x ℓ−1 ) with ∑ ℓ−1 i=1 x i ≤ 2ℓ−2 and r = v 1 ((x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x ℓ−1 )). Also, W = (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z q , 1, 1, . . . , 1 w−q times ) where z i = 1. Note that by Claim 2 of Theorem 3.1, we have 1 ≤ q ≤ w − 2 and by (6) and (8) we have q ≤ r and r ≥ 2.
Let g 1 (respectively, g 2 ) denote the number of distinct residue classes modulo p appearing in T (respectively, in W ). Thus, including 0, the total number of distinct residue classes modulo p appearing in S is g = g 1 + g 2 + 1 − 1 = g 1 + g 2 because the residue 1 is calculated twice in g 1 and g 2 . So, to end the proof of this theorem, it is enough to estimate g = g 1 + g 2 .
Since ∑ Therefore, since ℓ ≤ k − 1, we have
Now, note that −z i = p − z i . Therefore by Claim 1 of Theorem 3.1, we get ∑ q i=1 −z i ≤ r. Thus, 1 + 2 + · · ·+ g 2 ≤ r =⇒ g 2 ≤ √ 2r.
Since r ≤ ℓ − 1 ≤ k − 2, we have
Thus, from the inequalities (9) and (10) and counting 0, we have
a contradiction. Hence the theorem. 2
We shall end this section with the following open problems.
Open Problem. Let n and k be two positive integers such that k ≤ n − 2. Determine the constant defined by h(n, k) = min{h(S) | |S| = n + k},
where S runs over all sequences in Z n of length n + k such that 0 ∈ ∑ n (S).
